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On On The White Horse
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TOSSER AND THE
TOSSPOTS:FOR THE RAIN IT

RAINETH EVERY DAY

was not as simple as that. We
began by chewing up the car
park something rotten; what
with the rain and all, the cars
were all skidding merrily in
the mud. And did we have the
rugger buggers back from
their weekly fix on TV? No, we
did not; perhaps they had
celebrated so successfully
yesterday that today they
had nothing left? Neither they
nor any other English hasher
could possibly  complain of
the rain, now could they?
When the rain had worked so
well to our advantage, first
against the French and then
the Aussies?

As for the rain, well, yes, it
rained. Steadily, if never hard;
a long hard slog through the
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sludge. (Icepyck would not
allow me to call it shiggy; the
essential component was
missing, and namely dung;
that of cows or that of horses)
And we have, I feel sure, been
there before; since however I
have no idea where we went,
apart from High Winkworth, I
cannot give chapter and
verse. To be honest, when
there is no sun, or worse,
when it rains, and much of the
trail is in woodland, I lose all
sense of direction. Am I the
only one?

What made it worse today
was that at the Winkworth
check some of us, checking
enthusiastically in all the
wrong directions, became
irretrievably separated from

First things first: I owe an
apology to  Made Marion,
who rang up, irate, to
complain that he was only the
messenger boy, not the
message. That dreadful red
wine last week was not his
fault, but that of the
Committee....Who was it said
that a camel was a horse
designed by a committee?
And furthermore it was not
his fault he was not there; he
had better things to do.
(“Prior engagements”) As this
weekend, when he was in wild
Welsh Wales, sampling beer;
obviously a more atttractive
option for a JM than hashing.

So did he miss a good trail?
Well, yes he did, though it

the pack. Three agreeable
young women elected to walk;
for anything I know they are
still out there somewhere. The
GM, Chunderous - and her
two dogs - Country Bumpkin
and I found ourselves to be a
miniature pack, having to
solve all the unmarked checks
- i.e., most of them.... - on our
own. This we did; rather well
we thought; but it took a lot
out of us, so we walked more
than is habitual, and needed
exactly 2 hours to complete
the trail. The Circle had long
been closed,with the tosspots
already in the bar; yes, despite
the absence of the GM! O
tempora, O mores!

So what can I say of the
other runners? Very little. It

seemed that Icepyck and
Portaloo were giving a good
account of themselves; it is
certain that a number were late
starters. (Golden Balls, Mother
Brown, Atalanta, to name but
three) The variations on rain
wear were interesting; my Kew
cape led to my being called (a)
a hobbit (b) a bat...

In fairness to Tosser - who
according to hash rules has to
take responsibility for the rain
- it must be said that he did
ensure that the flour stayed
more or less visible more or
less everywhere, despite the
intervention from heaven.
And that on another, brighter,
day the trail might well have
been found colourful and
attractive; it was certainly long

enough, up and down enough,
to earn some praise.

Besides, we won the World
Cup, which adds a golden
glow to the whole weekend...
Perhaps someone can
enlighten me about throwing
in to line-outs? When I was a
lad this was done by wings,
who were thought to be
intelligent; now it is done by
hookers, who - in those days -
were not. As a result the ball
seems seldom to reach the
right pair of hands, despite all
their complicated codes....

But we won. How very
satisfying that feels! (Next
week’s trail will be laid by a
Scot.... And guess which!)

ON ON         FRB



Directions:
 From Junction 7 M25 / Junction 8 M23 take A23 to Purley,
then A235 Brighton Road for approx 2 miles.  At intersection
with A212, turn right into Coombe Road. Take 8th on left,
Lloyd Park Avenue.  Park considerately.
* Do not trust what Eric says about pubs or free car parks!
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On On “St Andrew’s Day” !! *

SSA As if....

OS Too far north for 187
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1500b 11-Jan Le Tout Ensemble Ewhurst

1501 18-Jan Hare Wanted

Hares! T-Shirt  is at:  lindab106@ hotmail.com

That Jesus was a Californian:
He never cut his hair, he walked around barefoot or in
sandals, and he started a new religion.

That Jesus was Irish
He never got married, he was always telling stories,
and he loved green pastures.

But the most compelling arguments prove that he was
most certainly a woman:
He had to feed a crowd at a moment’s notice, even
when there was no food; he kept trying to explain a
message to a bunch of guys who just couldn’t get it;
and even when he was dead, he had to get up because
there was still work for him to do.

                 ALL THINGS TO ALL MEN

Proofs( From scripture OR tradition.....) that Jesus was
black:
He called everyone “Brother”, he liked Gospel, and he
could not get a fair trial.

That Jesus was Jewish (yes, I know, he was anyway!):
He went into his father’s business, he lived at home into
his thirties, he was sure that his mother was a virgin,
and his mother was sure that he was God.

That Jesus was Italian:
He talked with his hands, he had wine with every meal,
and he used olive oil.
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